DRC is excited to introduce the TABE Writing assessment!

TABE Writing is an affordable test that helps employers, community colleges, and educators evaluate the writing skills of their students and potential employees.

TABE Writing can be used to:

- Differentiate potential candidates for employment
- Measure growth and target areas for improvement for adult education students
- Prepare students for national High School Equivalency (HSE) exams, using questions mirrored after HSE exams in the market

What does the TABE Writing test include?

The TABE Writing test consists of fifteen multiple-choice questions and one argumentative or informative essay prompt. There are two test forms available for use (one level, no Locator).

TABE Writing is appropriate for students who test into Levels M, D, or A of TABE Reading or Language.

NRS approval for the new TABE Writing assessment is anticipated in fall of 2021.

To learn more about TABE Writing, contact Customer Service at 833-867-5681 or TABEhelpdesk@datarecognitioncorp.com